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ENCLOSURE 6 

 
July 23, 2018 
 
Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development 
Employment and Training Division 
Attn: Phil Koenig 
P.O. Box 7972 
Madison, WI 53707 
 
Dear Mr. Koenig:  
 
Please find below the Southwest Wisconsin Workforce Development Board’s (SWWDB) response to the Department 
of Workforce Development (DWD) monitoring report dated May 17, 2018. I appreciate the time you have provided 
to address the concerns listed below and affirm that SWWDB is in the process of finalizing the completion of the 
corrective actions recommended by DWD.   
 

SUMMARY RESULTS 

Issue # 

Description of Action to Be Taken Questioned 

Cost 

Appeared in 

Previous Year's 

Monitoring Report 

Finding 1 (Program) 

Failure to follow 

federal, state, and 

local Contact, Exit, 

and Follow-up 

Policies  

Affected PINs: 292845, 363513, 439331, 475806, 

501357, 562241, 660311, 699907, 704065, 

714608, 824908, 837817, 854008, 866682, 

891284, 893107, 894617, 1150685, 1183027, 

1259511, 1351258, 1828460, 1838232, 1845336, 

1847276, 1870169, 1889914, 1890765, 1920544, 

1921377, 1927956, 1964150, 1978343, 1986565, 

1989694, 2009441, 2011628, 2018585 

 Conduct a thorough review of each case 

to determine if WIOA services are taking 

place or planned. Cases are to be closed 

as of the last date of actual service 

provision if services are no longer 

required. Detailed information about 

which cases have been closed and 

justification of on-going services for any 

cases that remain open. 

 SWWDB provide training on local follow-

up requirements to ensure that 

participants are made aware of follow-

up services, that staff are maintaining 

quarterly contact with participants in 

follow-up, and that follow-up activities 

are documented appropriately in ASSET 

and the participant file. 

None  Yes  

http://www.swwdb.org/
http://www.jobcenter.org/


Response: SWWDB appreciates DWD’s identification of follow-up discrepancies. In response, an Operations 

Memo 07.18 was drafted to emphasize the importance of follow-up practices. This memo was shared with 

service provider staff for guidance. 

 

Service provider staff reviewed each PIN identified in the discrepancy and made the appropriate exits, 

submitted staff requests to correct any service discrepancies noted, and acknowledged the importance of 

contacting participants in accordance with local contact policy. SWWDB and its providers understand the 

enforcement of the 90-Day no service policy and will apply it appropriately with current and future participants 

service provision. 

 

501357 – Participant remains open due to obtaining naturalization documentation and the participant 

continues with training services. 

 

All other participants have been appropriately exited from the program and have had their follow-up tab 

updated in ASSET. 

Finding 2 (Program)  

Eligibility 

Determination  

Affected PINs: 501357, 1465992, 1664262, 

1989694 

 For PINs 501357, 1664262, and 1989694, 

obtain allowable documentation to 

verify these participants were authorized 

to work in the US at the time they 

became WIOA participants. 

 For PIN 1465992, obtain allowable 

documentation to verify that this 

participant was eligible for, or had 

exhausted eligibility for, unemployment 

insurance at the time s/he became a 

WIOA participant. 

 If obtained, provide documentation to 

LPL. 

 If not, provide detailed list of all direct 

costs spent on each applicable 

participant. 

All direct 

costs spent 

on 

participants 

who 

are/were 

ineligible at 

the time of 

expense. 

Yes  

Response: SWWDB understands that eligibility documentation is vital to ensuring participants are allowed to 

participate in WIOA Title I program and stresses this fact with current service providers. Recently, SWWDB 

reviewed the Eligibility Determination and Documentation guide with service provider staff to let them know 

that this is where guidance can be found and if there are further questions, to reach out to the Workforce 

Operations Manager for clarification. SWWDB and its service provider reviewed each PIN identified as not 

having the appropriate documentation indicating the authority to work in the U.S. The results are as follows: 

 

501357 – Certificate of Naturalization was brought in and viewed by service provider staff. Document number 

was entered on the Individual Checklist contained in the participant’s file (B7709868). Her ultimate 

naturalization implies that an extension was granted for her stay in the US after the initial expiration in 2016. If 

DWD determines that this is not enough, a complete list of expenditures will be provided to DWD to indicate 

disallowed costs. 

1465992 – SWWDB acknowledges that this was a mistake on behalf made by the service provider. After 

reviewing records, it was determined that no funds were spent directly on the participant. 



1664262 – SWWDB and its service provider staff were unable to get in contact with the youth participant. After 

further review of the participant’s records, it was determined that nothing was spent on the youth. The case 

notes and services indicates vouchers were issued, but were ultimately voided and deleted due to the youth not 

using the voucher. SWWDB and its service provider will ensure proper identification is presented during 

eligibility determination at enrollment. 

1989694 – Although the participant used an expired driver’s license to show authorization to work in the U.S., 

the DWD WIOA Eligibility Determination and Documentation Guide does not specifically state that the driver’s 

license shall be current. On page 3 of the guide in the Reminder section, it states, “The documents should be 

current and legible. On page 32 Attachment 3 of the guide, List B (Documents that establish identity) indicates a 

driver’s license or ID card can be used, but does not indicate that it must not be expired. Everywhere else on 

page 32, it specifically states, “unexpired” for documents but fail to say it the case of the driver’s license. At the 

time of enrollment, this could have been the rationale taken by the career planner. SWWDB cannot confirm 

that this was in fact the rationale, but it is a plausible one considering the language used in the guide.  

 

Moving forward, SWWDB and its service provider staff will ensure identification cards (no matter the type) are 

current and not expired. This will eliminate any confusions in the future as it pertains to eligibility 

documentation. Documents that are not allowed to be photocopied will be documented on the checklist 

indicating that it was reviewed by service provider staff. 

Finding 3 (Program)  

Economic Self-

Sufficiency 

Calculator not used 

at enrollment or for 

determining 

eligibility for 

training  

Affected PINs: 104379, 113941, 244204, 368707, 

753598, 773523, 999619, 1386475, 1524993, 

1564250, 1576972, 1819642, 1937501, 1943249, 

1944479, 1951333, 1967984, 1970084, 2012268, 

2020024, 2022786, 2029339, 2044964 

 SWWDB provide training on DWD’s 

WIOA Title I-A & I-B Policy & Procedure 

Manual, Chapter 8.3.4: Economic Self-

Sufficiency and ensure that, going 

forward, the ESS Calculator is completed 

for all newly enrolled Adult and 

Dislocated Worker participants, as well 

as those who enter training services for 

the first time after July 1, 2017. 

 Provide list of all direct costs spent on 

participants who entered training after 

July 1, 2017 and were determined to 

self-sufficient at that time. 

All direct 

training 

costs spent 

on 

participants 

who 

entered 

training 

after 

7/1/2017 

without 

completion 

of an 

appropriate 

ESS 

Calculator.  

No 

Response: SWWDB reviewed each PIN identified as not having an ESS calculation performed prior to entering a 

training service funded by WIOA and determined this was not due to negligence. In most cases, the training 

determination took place prior to July 1, 2017. During that timeframe, other means were used to determine 

whether training would be appropriate, such as lacking updated skills, physically unable to remain in previous 

type of occupation, lacking any skills to obtain employment that would make the participant self-sufficient, or 

currently receiving public assistance which is one of the definitions related to low income individuals. At the 

same time, training would officially start in the upcoming semester even though the determination was made 

prior to the new program year. Given that the training determination occurred before 7/1/2017 and /or the 

participants were receiving public benefits, SWWDB respectively requests that disallowed costs not be assigned. 

 

The following lists when training determination was made for each participant: 



 

104379 – Training was determined on or around 10/16/2017. Case manager did not complete ESS Calculator 

because the participant was currently receiving FoodShare benefits for his household. An ESS Calculation was 

recently completed and backdated to 01/30/2018. Total expenses directly related to training is $1,029.73. 

113941 – Training was determined on 12/13/2017. Case manager did not complete ESS Calculator due to 

confusion about which program is required. At enrollment, the participant was receiving FoodShare benefits for 

the entire family household. Total expenses directly related to training is $789.79. 

244204 – Training was determined on 4/11/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $847.58. 

368707 – Participant did not enter training and was receiving job search assistance services. However, customer 

was receiving benefits from FoodShare and TANF at the time of enrollment. An ESS Calculation was recently 

completed and backdated to 9/13/2017. Total expenses directly related to training is $0.00. 

 753598 – Participant did not enter training and did not receive services beyond IEP development and Case 

management. However, customer was receiving benefits from FoodShare at the time of enrollment. Participant 

has since exited. Total expenses directly related to training is $0.00. 

773523 – Training was determined on 4/10/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $3,524.53. 

999619 – Training was determined on 5/31/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $2,153.07. 

1386475 – Training was determined on 6/5/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $6,653.10. 

1524993 – Training was determined on 5/2/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $4,733.67. 

1564250 – Training was determined upon enrollment on 6/22/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the 

policy was implemented. However, training was paid for by the FSET program. Since then, the WIOA staff have 

completed an ESS Calculation on 6/27/2018. Total expenses directly related to training is $0.00. 

1576972 – Training was determined on 5/23/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $452.01. 

1819642 – Participant did not enter training. Received job search assistance and supportive services only. ESS 

Calculation was completed a month after enrollment. Total expenses directly related to training is $0.00. 

1937501 – There was confusion by the staff of whether to complete an ESS Calculation or not since the 

participant was co-enrolled in the ISY program. 

1943249 – Participant did not enter training. Received job search assistance and supportive services only. ESS 

Calculation was not completed. Participant has since exited the program. Total expenses directly related to 

training is $0.00. 

1944479 – Training was determined on 5/1/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $8,259.40. 

1951333 – Participant did not enter training that was paid for by WIOA. The ESS Calculation was not done at 

program enrollment due to the participant was enrolled prior to the implementation of the policy. However, the 

ESS Calculation was completed at a later date to ensure that if WIOA paid for training, an ESS calculation will be 

on file. Total expenses directly related to training is $0.00. 

1967984 – Training was determined on 5/17/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $1,841.16. 

1970084 – Training was determined on 6/16/2017, which was prior to 7/1/2017 when the policy was 

implemented. Total expenses directly related to training is $2,684.95. 

2012268 – ESS Calculation was not done at enrollment even though participant was enrolled after 7/1/2017. 

However, the first semester of training was funded by PELL grants. The participant was receiving FS benefits at 



the time of enrollment which implies she was not self-sufficient. Staff will complete an ESS calculation prior to 

the start of fall semester training. 

2020024 – Participant did not enter training. Only stayed in the program for three days.  

2022786 – Participant did not enter training and is now in the process of exiting the program. 

2029339 – Participant should have had an ESS Calculation completed upon enrollment, but received one prior 

to starting training. 

2044964 – Participant has not entered training, but an ESS Calculation has been completed due to his desire to 

enter training in the fall. 

Since this has been identified, SWWDB and its service provider management will regularly monitor ESS 

Calculations for new enrollees on a weekly basis. Additionally, training was provided to service provider staff 

regarding what income is to be used for the ESS calculation and when to complete it. Operations Memo 15.17 

Economic Self-Sufficiency Calculator was reviewed once more and SWWDB stressed the importance of adhering 

to the guidance set forth in the memo. 

Finding 4 (Program)  

Failure to follow 

local IEP/ISS Policy  

Affected PINs: 536637, 894617, 1197933, 

1374195, 1838232, 1978343 

 Review and correct the PIN-specific 

items identified in Attachment A, and 

review the local IEP/ISS development, 

review/update, and documentation 

requirements with staff. 

None  Yes  

Response: SWWDB and its service provider staff understand the importance of properly developing and 

updating the IEP/ISS documents for our participants. From this point forward, a stronger emphasis will be 

placed on reviewing these documents during SWWDB’s Internal monitoring activities. The following actions 

were completed with each participant: 

 

536637 – This pin was not listed in Attachment A. 

894617 – Participant exited the program prior to the release of this report.  

1197933 – Participant exited the program prior to the release of this report. 

1374195 – Participant exited the program prior to the release of this report. 

1838232 – Participant was exited prior to the monitor. 

1978343 – Participant was exited prior to the monitor. 

 

Additionally, service provider staff will update IEP/ISS documents as services take place moving forward. Service 

provider supervisory staff will monitor ASSET services for accuracy during its internal monitoring of its staff. 

Finding 5 (Program)  

Passport retained in 

participant file  

Affected PIN: 1664262 

 Ensure that the passport retained in the 

participant file is removed and destroyed 

after pertinent information is recorded 

on the Document Verification Form. 

 Conduct a systematic review of all files 

to ensure prohibited documents are not 

present in file. 

 Provide training to staff covering what 

can or cannot be photocopied and 

placed in the participant file. 

None  Yes  



Response: SWWDB’s Operations Manager reviewed the guidance set forth by DWD in the Eligibility 

Determination and Documentation guide, discussed it with its service provider staff, and provided a copy of the 

guidance to each staff member. The passport document has been removed from the participant’s file and 

appropriately destroyed. As service provider staff review each file, a review of each document will be conducted 

to ensure unauthorized copies of documents have been removed. Additional reviews will take place during 

SWWDB’s internal monitoring of its service providers. 

 

Finding 6 (Program)  

Priority of Service 

identification and 

tracking  

 SWWDB must develop a process to 

identify Adult Program participants 

meeting the criteria for any established 

priority populations. 

 SWWDB must develop a process for 

prioritizing and tracking those individuals 

to ensure that priority of service is 

provided at all times, and in appropriate 

order. 

None  No 

Response: On March 23, 2018, SWWDB created a spreadsheet for tracking the Priority of Service category for all 

participants enrolled in the WIOA Adult program. Upon enrollment in the Adult program, WIOA staff contacts 

the SWWDB Workforce Operations Manager for inclusion on the spreadsheet tracker. This spreadsheet gives 

SWWDB an up-to-date look at a participant’s Priority of Service status and ranks them according to their 

category and date of enrollment. Frequent reviews of new enrollments are made by SWWDB staff to ensure all 

new Adult participants are identified and entered on the tracker. The tracker identifies the following 

information about the participant: PIN, Name, Enrollment Date, Priority of Service Category, Training status, and 

exit date. Please notify if more data needs to be captured. 

Finding 7 (Program)  

Supportive Services 

Provision and 

Documentation  

 Affected PINs: 319925, 562241, 1255320, 

1341501, 1426018, 1491330, 1889914, 1925287, 

1925367, 1937501, 1989694, 2021378, 2025935, 

2034174 

 Review and correct the PIN-specific items 

as identified. 

 SWWDB review its local policy, and 

consider a revision to allow for broader 

use of Supportive Services, to include the 

LIFT program. 

 Notify and train staff if local policy is 

revised. 

  

All direct 

supportive 

service costs 

spent on 

participants 

in violation 

of federal, 

state, 

and/or local 

policies.  

No 

Response: SWWDB has reviewed its current Training and Support policy and determined that although it does 

not specifically state the use of a taxi type service is authorized, it does say that situations not covered by the 

policy can be authorized by SWWDB CEO or Operations Manager. Since then, SWWDB has specifically included 

such types of transportation assistance in its policy and staff have been notified. Further discussion regarding 

the updated policy took place during the Quarterly Program Operators Meeting on 7/19/2018. The following 

actions were taken with regard to the following pins: 

 

319925 – Additional services were opened to show assistance with job search and placement activities. 

562241 – Participant was participating in Training services and required transportation assistance. Staff request 

submitted to change the end date of the training service as it continued through 12/2017. 



1255320 – Appropriate service was opened to show what was actually being provided in the form of services to 

the participant. 

1341501 – The appropriate service was opened to show the WIOA activities the participant is participating in. 

1426018 – Mileage logs/single trip routes will be collected from participants moving forward to indicate how 

transportation assistance is being tracked. 

1491330 – The appropriate service was opened to reflect the participant’s attendance in a training service 

which required supportive services in order to complete the training. 

1889914 – Transportation assistance was required in order for the participant to complete the WIOA activities. 

Previous service provider did not collect the appropriate tracking documentation, but SWWDB believes that the 

policy at this time allowed for authorization of taxi type services. Since then, the policy has been updated to 

specifically mention this type of service. Total transportation expenses are $119.70. 

1925287 – The appropriate services were opened to reflect why supportive services were required and matches 

case note details in ASSET. The participant was participating in training services. 

1925367 – Support service was closed as “Will Never Start” due to no other services were provided to the 

participant. The participant has since exited the program. 

1937501 – The appropriate services were opened and continues to remain open while the participant continues 

their training. 

1989694 – Mileage logs/single trip routes will be collected from participants moving forward to indicate how 

transportation assistance is being tracked. 

2021378 – The appropriate services were opened to indicate the WIOA activities supported by the support 

services. 

2025935 – The appropriate services were opened to indicate the WIOA activities supported by the support 

services.  

2034174 – The support service was offered to support continued unsubsidized employment. 

Area of Concern 1 

(Program)  

Forms not 

completed by WIOA 

staff  

Affected PINs: None 

 SWWDB should reiterate with WIOA staff 

the importance of fully and accurately 

completing file forms. 

 SWWDB should add completion of forms 

as an area of review for future internal 

monitoring.  

None  No 

Response: SWWDB issued Operations Memo 05.18 discussing the importance of fully and accurately completing 

file forms on June 4, 2018. In this memo, additional guidance was provided regarding ASSET Data entry and 

notification was given that future internal monitoring conducted by SWWDB will place an emphasis on these 

items. Please see attached documents. 

Area of Concern 2  

(Program)  

ASSET Entry and 

File Documentation  

Affected PINs: 104379, 273215, 319925, 501357, 

562241, 688993, 854008, 893107, 894617, 

1197933, 1351258, 1374195, 1426018, 1664262, 

1679826, 1819651, 1838232, 1845336, 1889914, 

1978343 

 Review and correct PIN-specific items as 

identified. 

 Train WIOA staff on the need for accurate 

and complete file documentation and 

ASSET entries. 

None  Yes  



Response: SWWDB issued Operations Memo 05.18 discussing the importance of fully and accurately completing 

file forms on June 4, 2018. In this memo, additional guidance was provided regarding ASSET Data entry and 

notification was given that future internal monitoring conducted by SWWDB will place an emphasis on these 

items. References were provided to the DWD-DET Guides for WIOA Title I-B Eligibility and Case File 

Documentation for the Adult, Dislocated Worker and Youth Programs. Please see attached documents. 

 

104379 – All discrepancies associated with AOC #2 have been correct. 

273215 – Although there was no requirement to take action, discrepancies were appropriately addressed. 

319925 – The actions recommended by DWD have been completed. 

501357 – Services were updated appropriately to reflect IEP. 

562241 – IEP Review service was entered into ASSET. 

688993 – Training service updated to show funded by Other fund source. 

854008 – No action required, but staff will ensure all future assessments are documented appropriately. 

893107 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

894617 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

1197933 – No action required, but staff will ensure to retain original documents in file when new documents 

are completed and case notes will be entered to document this transaction. 

1351258 – Staff request submitted to properly identify the participant as an ex-offender. In future instances, 

services will be entered into ASSET appropriately and documented in the file. 

1374195 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

1426018 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

1664262 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

1679826 – Employment was corrected in ASSET. No incentives were paid to the participant. Staff request 

submitted to correct service dates. 

1819651 – No action required, but staff will ensure application data reflects what is being entered into ASSET in 

the future. 

1838232 – No action required, but staff will ensure appropriate assessment data is entered into ASSET and 

retained in file in the future. 

1845336 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

1889914 – Staff request submitted to remove HS Diploma from Manage Follow-Up tab in ASSET due to no 

documentation to verify actual attainment. Staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in 

ASSET in the future. 

1978343 – No action required, but staff will ensure documentation in file reflects services rendered in ASSET in 

the future. 

Area of Concern 3  

(Program)  

Issues with Case 

Management  

Affected PINs: 104379, 234517, 419160, 562241, 

854008, 894617, 1197933, 1351258, 1374195, 

1426018, 1597308, 1664262, 1679826, 1845336, 

1889914 

 Review and correct PIN-specific items as 

identified. 

None  No  



 Train WIOA staff on the coordination of 

service opportunities and partner 

programs. 

 Provide case management training to 

address the issues found to include 

expectations for provision and 

documentation of career services and the 

use of assessment and IEP/ISS tools. 

Response: SWWDB and its service provider sees case management as being crucial to the success of the 

participant and understands that there were some discrepancies that would have been prevented if policies and 

procedures were followed. SWWDB has since stressed the importance of co-enrollment and coordination of 

services with its service provider. Throughout this response, training and additional guidance has been widely 

shared with staff to indicate that future monitoring by SWWDB and DWD will have a strong emphasis on the 

discrepancies listed in this report and others. Service provider supervisory staff will take part in providing 

additional monitoring activities on a more frequent basis to help minimize if not eliminate such discrepancies. 

The following actions were taken to correct the discrepancies associated with the pins listed above: 

 

104379 – The appropriate services were opened to reflect partner program participation. 

234517 – FS benefit receipt and income level have been updated to reflect the supporting documentation in the 

file. 

419160 – No action required, but in the future, staff will provide the appropriate career services after the 

completion of training as desired by the participant. 

562241 – No action required, but in the future, staff will document assessments as they take place and the 

appropriate service will be opened at that time. 

854008 – No action required, but in the future, staff will enter more details into case notes as to allow the 

reader to understand what is taking place with the participant. 

894617 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure the appropriate assessment results are present 

in the file and documented in case notes and ASSET. 

1197933 – The participant had exited the program before receiving the report, but in the future, staff will 

ensure the appropriate services are opened to reflect actual service provision. 

1351258 – No action required, but in the future, staff will keep informed as much as possible about training 

statuses of program participants and document it appropriately. 

1374195 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure assessments are complete and service 

provision aligns with ISS and program goals. 

1426018 – No action required, but in the future, staff will document assessments as they take place and the 

appropriate service will be opened at that time. 

1597308 – Not listed on Attachment A. 

1664262 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure assessments are complete and service 

provision aligns with ISS and program goals. 

1679826 – Staff requests were submitted to correct the discrepancies noted during the monitor because some 

services never started and the participant was allowed to exit the program. 

1845336 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure assessments are complete and service 

provision aligns with ISS and program goals. 

1889914 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure documents are filled out completely and 

retained in file. 



Area of Concern 4  

(Program)  

Income and Family 

Size Determination 

and Documentation 

Issues  

Affected PINs: 104379, 234517, 273215, 319925, 

419160, 536637, 562241, 854008, 893107, 

894617, 1197933, 1374195, 1465992, 1664262, 

1679826, 1819651, 1838232, 1989694 

 Review and correct PIN-specific items as 

identified. 

 Review income, family size, and public 

assistance documentation requirements 

with WIOA staff. 

None  Yes 

Response: SWWDB recognizes that this has been an on-going discrepancy and made changes to the WIOA 

application to allow for the attestation of income and family size according to the Eligibility Determination and 

Documentation Guide. We anticipate income and family size discrepancies to be reduced and will continuously 

monitor these items in future internal monitoring events. SWWDB stressed the importance of ensuring all forms 

are completed and retained in the file as supporting documentation to what is being entered into ASSET as 

determined allowable in the Eligibility Determination and Documentation guide from DWD. 

 

104379 – FoodShare documentation was obtained and placed in the file. 

234517 – FoodShare documentation was obtained and placed in the file. Plus, family income status was 

updated to reflect “Neither of the Above.” 

273215 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

319925 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

419160 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

536637 – Pin not listed on Attachment A. 

562241 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

854008 – No action required, but staff will properly determine and document family size and income for 

participants in the future. 

893107 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

894617 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

1197933 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure FS documentation and application data 

matches data put into ASSET. 

1374195 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

1465992 – No action required, but in the future, staff will ensure documents properly completed and retained 

in the file. 

1664262 – No action required, but in the future, staff will document family size accurately and collect income 

information to determine income level. 

1679826 – No action required, but in the future, staff will correctly identify family members and properly 

calculate annualized income. 

1819651 – Staff request was submitted to identify the participant had received FS benefits within the six 

months prior to enrollment. Additionally, staff will income determination is accurately entered in the future. 

1838232 – No action required, but staff will ensure income is annualized for participants in the future. 

1989694 – No action required, but in the future, staff will complete forms, document income accurately, and 

ensure income assistance documentation is present in file. 

Area of Concern 5  

(CRC/EO)  

Current DWD 

“Equal Opportunity 

is the Law” posters 

Affected PINs: None 

 Post current version of the DWD “EO is 

the Law” poster in English and Spanish in 

all One-Stop Centers. 

None  No  



must be posted 

prominently and 

conspicuously 

throughout all Job 

Centers, in all 

required languages, 

including an English 

language version in 

employee break 

rooms.  

 Iowa County, Rock County, and the 

SWWDB Office need an English version 

poster in the breakroom. 

 In Rock County, more posters need to be 

displayed. The waiting room and the 

snack area are ideal locations. 

 Green County has a dedicated shelf area 

in which this poster could be posted so 

that it is on display at all times. 

 In Platteville, the sign should be lower so 

that people in wheelchairs or with low 

vision can read it. 

Response: SWWDB replaced all “Equal Opportunity is the Law” notices with the revised version developed by 

DWD. SWWDB received the English, Spanish, and Hmong notices on April 23, 2018. The revised version is 

posted prominently with the participant and employee areas in Job Centers (One-Stop and Affiliates) 

throughout WDA 11. It should be mentioned that smaller versions of the posters are kept inside binders 

located in each resource room area. 

Area of Concern 6  

(CRC/EO)  

“Equal Opportunity 

Employer” tagline 

needs to be on all 

job postings and/or 

bulletin boards.  

Affected PINs: None 

 Develop a procedure to ensure all 

postings have the appropriate tagline and 

train all relevant staff on the procedure. 

 Consider requesting employers who 

place job openings at the Job Center to 

include a small tagline such as an 

"Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity 

Employer" (AA/EOE). 

 As an alternative, SWWWDB could 

display in large print at the top of all job 

posting bulletin boards " Job Postings are 

From Equal Opportunity Employers", or 

make labels and attach them to job 

listings that do not contain an AA/EOE 

tagline to ensure that any documents 

that may be carried out of the Job 

Centers have the required information on 

them. 

None  No  

Response: SWWDB is committed to ensuring AJC’s internal and external communications have the proper EO 

notice and AJC branding. We understand in the past there have been select employment postings that were 

missing the proper notices. On March 26, 2018, the local EO Officer communicated this concern with DWD Job 

Service, who is primarily responsible for collecting and sharing employment flyers and sending out email blasts 

to job center customers throughout WDA 11.  

 

In order to help eliminate this concern, it was suggested to Job Service local leadership to use labels for any 

employment postings that had the proper notices omitted. The practice of using labels is in use; however, 

SWWDB understands that email blasts come from DWD communications and neither SWWDB nor Job Service 

staff have control over what tagline is displayed. All other external communications sent out by SWWDB and its 



partners will have the appropriate tagline displayed on its materials. On May 21, 2018, a random check was 

conducted and all employment postings inside the Rock County Job Center included the proper EO notice and 

AJC branding.  

Area of Concern 7  

(CRC/EO)  

Equal Opportunity 

and accessibility tag 

line.  

Affected PINs: None 

 Incorporate the Equal Opportunity and 

accessibility tag line on all program 

publications, flyers, and offerings to the 

public such as brochures, including 

display screens lobbies, websites, board 

meeting minutes, and agendas. 

 Information should include how 

SWWWDB may be reached by voice 

telephone, the material must also 

prominently provide the telephone 

number of the text telephone (TTY) or 

equally effective telecommunication 

system such as a relay service, 

videophone or caption telephone used by 

SWWWDB and their sub-recipients. 

 Board minutes should include the short 

EO tagline; "SWWDB is an Equal 

Opportunity Employer/program" or 

SWWDB is an Equal Opportunity 

Employer and Service Provider." 

None  No  

To facilitate this:  
• Develop an inventory of publications, brochures, flyers, announcements and additional program information 
routinely produced for the public.  

• Develop an inventory of internal and external communications and publications listing the appropriate EO 
tagline and/or offer of auxiliary aids to be used for staff to follow.  

• Develop protocols for staff responsible for producing and publishing routine material that explains which 
equal opportunity tagline should be used on such information or publications.  

• Provide a copy of the inventory list and protocols to the DET EO Officer within 45 days from the date this 
report is received.  
 
The following actions were taken by SWWDB: 
Response: SWWDB is committed in making sure AJC communication has the proper EO notice and AJC 

branding. SWWDB understands in the past there may have been select external or internal communications 

that were missing the proper EO and accessibility tag line. A provided example would be helpful.  

On 5.21.2018 local EO Officer communicated this concern with DWD Job Service and provided sample 
nondiscrimination and accessibility statements for their use moving forward. The sample statements were 
developed by DWD and provided to area Workforce Boards on 5.15.2018. 
 
SWWDB’s EO Officer has a list of documents and publications that we and our service provider routinely use or 

provide to the public. The one thing we do not have control over are brochures and documents created by Job 

Service, DVR and other partner staff. Please provide SWWDB with further guidance regarding how to manage 

the appropriate tagline for such agencies. Upon receipt of this guidance, SWWDB will provide a comprehensive 



listing of documents and publications provided to the public and the protocol developed to ensure they are 

managed appropriately. 

Area of Concern 8  

(CRC/EO)  

The Job Center 

Complaint 

Coordinator System 

(JCCCS) Poster  

Affected PINs: None 

 DWD Compliant JCCCS poster must be 

posted prominently and conspicuously 

throughout all One-Stop Centers. 

 In Rock County DWD-DWT recommends 

that posters be placed in the lobby, 

resource room, and snack area. 

 In Richland County there should be one in 

the computer area as well as the 

resource center. 

 Green County has a dedicated shelf area 

in which this poster could be posted so 

that it is on display at all times. 

 Center's sign needs to be larger than the 

8.5"x11" it is currently. 

None  No  

Response: SWWDB is committed in making sure The Job Center Complaint Coordinator System (JCCCS) Poster is 

posted prominently and conspicuously throughout WDA 11 Job Centers (One-Stop and Affiliates). The JCCCS 

poster along with the identification of Complaint Coordinator (CC) and CC Back-Up   has been and is currently 

posted in all WDA 11 Job Centers (One-Stop and Affiliates). Many WDA 11 Job Center locations have the poster 

in multiple places.  

Moving forward SWWDB will improve the number and strategic placement of JCCCS posters throughout WDA 

11 Job Centers (One-Stop and Affiliates). It should be mentioned that smaller versions of the posters are kept 

inside binders located in each resource room area. 

If additional signage is required, please provide SWWDB with the appropriate number that would satisfy the 

criteria of prominently and conspicuously. Currently, there is not a specific amount indicated within the law or 

regulations. 

Area of Concern 9 

(CRC/EO)  

All documents 

containing vital 

information need to 

be in English and 

Spanish.  

Affected PINs: None 

 The following vital documents should be 

prominently posted in English and 

Spanish in all sites: DWD-DET "EO is the 

Law", LEP Policy, Grievance/Complaint 

Policies and Procedures, and Reasonable 

Accommodation Policies and Procedures, 

SWWDB Equal Employment, Affirmative 

Action and Service Delivery Policies. 

 SWWDB must take reasonable steps to 

ensure meaningful access to each LEP 

individual served or encountered so that 

LEP individuals are effectively informed 

about and/or able to participate in 

programs or activities. 

None  No  



Response: SWWDB is committed to providing written translations of vital documents for each LEP language 

group that constitutes 5 percent or more or 1,000 people, whichever is less. In WDA 11, Rock and Green County 

has a Spanish speaking population that meets this criteria.  

SWWDB has identified 17 vital documents and is currently working on the translation of these documents. As of 

5.22.2018 seven documents have been translated including all WIOA participant related enrollment forms.  

SWWDB seeks guidance regarding when all translations are to be completed. Additionally, SWWDB wants 

further clarification on whether the entire local policy is to be displayed or a policy statement directing patrons 

on how to find out more information. It would seem beneficial to post the policy statement, while having the 

local policy available for reading in its entirety. SWWDB will await further instructions from DWD regarding this 

matter. 

Area of Concern 10 

(CRC/EO)  

OJT and Work 

Experience 

contracts need to 

include 

nondiscrimination 

language.  

 Affected PINs: None 

 Revise OJT and Work Experience contract 

equal opportunity and nondiscrimination 

assurance language to conform to EO 

regulations. 

None  No  

Response: Regarding WEX opportunities – The “worksite” which is the organization willing to help a WIOA 

participant acquire job skills is not the employer of record nor does it receive WIOA funding. The employer 

(assignment) of WIOA participants to the worksite, the day-to-day operation of the program, the processing of 

payroll and monitoring is performed by Manpower Government Solutions (WIOA Service Provider).  

It is assured Manpower Government Solutions will comply with all nondiscrimination and equal opportunity 

provisions as it is agreed in Section 5 of our Service Provider Contract.  

SWWDB will add the following assurances – the worksite agrees to: 

 Comply with the Fair Labor Standards Act and appropriate Wisconsin State and Federal Labor Laws. 

 All work activities will be in compliance with current child labor laws. 

 The worksite activities will be in compliance with ADA and OSHA regulations. 

 All rules and regulations governing the work experience program under WIOA will be upheld. 

Regarding OJT opportunities – We will revise our current nondiscrimination language in our OJT Contract 

Assurances (E.330.Aa - #10)). Per DWD’s guidance - The revised language will be as follows:  

The employer must comply with the nondiscrimination and equal opportunity provisions of the following laws 

and will remain in compliance for the duration of the agreement/contract of federal financial assistance. The 

Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), prohibits discrimination against all individuals in the United 

States on the basis of race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions, 

transgender status, and gender identity), national origin (including limited English proficiency), age, disability, or 

political affiliation or belief, or against beneficiaries on the basis of either citizenship status or participation in an 

WIOA Title I-financially assisted program or activity; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, which 

prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color and national origin; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973, as amended which prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities; The Age 

Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of age; and Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972, as amended, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education 

programs. 



Area of Concern 11 

(CRC/EO)  

OJT and Work 

Experience 

contracts need to 

include language 

regarding the 

employer’s 

complaint/ 

grievance policy.  

Affected PINs: None 

 Revise the assurance language in the OJT 

and Work Experience agreements to 

state that the employer provides access 

to a grievance process, including 

timelines. 

None  No  

Response: Regarding WEX contracts – Similar to AOC #10 - The “worksite” which is the organization willing to 

help a WIOA participant acquire job skills is not the employer of record nor does it receive WIOA funding. The 

employer (assignment) of WIOA participants to the worksite, the day-to-day operation of the program, the 

processing of payroll and monitoring is performed by Manpower Government Solutions (WIOA Service 

Provider).  

At the point of enrollment, every WIOA participant receives the Complaint, Grievance and Appeal Procedure 

Acknowledgement. This document provides full detail of the process to file a complaint or grievance as well as 

an appeal if needed. The document is available in English and Spanish.   

Regarding OJT contracts – The training provider is performed by Manpower Government Solutions (WIOA 

Service Provider). Once again, at the point of enrollment, every WIOA participant receives the Complaint, 

Grievance and Appeal Procedure Acknowledgement.  

The employer or worksite entity will have their own complaint/grievance process that may deal with any issue 

that was not related to training. 

Area of Concern 12 

(CRC/EO)  

ADA Standards for 

Accessible Design  

Affected PINs: None 

 Address all itemized ADA violations listed 

in the "Itemized Checklist of Other 

Required & Recommended Actions" on 

Attachment B. 

 Within 45 days of receiving this report 

develop, and provide the DET EO Officer 

a copy of, a transitional plan setting forth 

the steps necessary to complete the 

changes as expeditiously as possible or 

arguing for Safe Harbor exemptions. 

 If alterations are cost prohibitive or 

unreasonable, SWWDB will need to 

provide DWD-DET with a plan explaining 

how it will provide equal access and 

equal opportunity to persons with 

disabilities within six (6) months from the 

date it issues its response to this report. 

None  No  

Response: SWWDB recognizes and understands the importance of ensuring ADA Standards are met and wants 
DWD to know that any deficiencies noted during the annual monitor review were unintentional. SWWDB prides 
itself in providing services to all who want it and takes the appropriate steps to ensure those service requests 
are honored; however, it should be noted that some sites will be harder than others to bring into total 



compliance. SWWDB recognized that having many affiliate sites can be seen as favorable and unfavorable at the 
same time. In favorable terms, services can be provided easily across a six county area with minimal impact on 
the public due to the number of affiliate locations. On the other hand, it poses a challenge for maintaining ADA 
compliance which is why SWWDB has suggested in the recent past of not officially identifying certain locations 
as affiliate sites. TEGL 16-16, One Stop Operations Guidance for the American Job Center Network, Section 4.D. 
states, “Local WDBs may choose to operate other access point to services in addition to comprehensive ACJs. 
Such access points are called affiliate or specialized AJCs and are created to supplement and enhance customer 
access to AJC services.” The TEGL goes on to say that all affiliate sites must be accessible. Section 678.310 of the 
final rules, what is an affiliated site and what must be provided there, implies that the determination of an 
affiliate site rests at the local level.  
With all that being said, SWWDB has taken the following steps to addressing the discrepancies noted during the 

monitoring visit: 

 The Green County Outreach affiliate site manager has received the discrepancies and have forward the 

discrepancies to the appropriate authorities within the college for action. No timeline has been 

provided at this point. SWWDB will share any updates with DWD upon receipt. 

 SWWDB has contacted the owner of the Iowa County Outreach Site to share the discrepancies noted 

during the annual monitor. The site manager, representing the landlord, has indicated that the 

restrooms assigned to the affiliate site do not have automatic door closers attached to them and are 

opened and closed manually. The only other restrooms are assigned to a different part of the entire 

building complex and is currently not open to the public. This part of the building complex has a 

different address from the Outreach Center.  

 SWWDB contacted the landlord for the SWTC Career Connections and the Richland Center Outreach 

Site and shared the discrepancies you identified with them. Currently, we are awaiting responses 

regarding these affiliate site locations. Upon receiving their reply, SWWDB will share with DWD the 

actions to be taken to correct the discrepancies and a timeline for completion or SWWDB’s plan of 

discontinuing the use of the non-compliant affiliate site. 

 At the Rock County Comprehensive Job Center, the local Job Service Director will post a sign at the 

Resource Room Desk, informing the patrons the assistive technology is available upon request and the 

parking lot has been resurfaced. The discrepancies noted with the staff restrooms are to be addressed 

in the upcoming renovation scheduled for later this year. A request for bids has taken place, but a 

definite start date has not been shared; however, the facility has numerous restrooms that are ADA 

compliant and can be utilized by job center staff. 

 At the SWWDB Office in Platteville, the landlord has been contacted and has indicated that there is a 

plan to resurface and stripe the parking lot. Additionally, the landlord has been notified about the other 

facility discrepancies and will provide SWWDB with a timeline for addressing them. SWWDB staff 

corrected the discrepancies associated with the accessible computer station and has posted a sign, 

“Assistive Technology Available Upon Request” near the computer area. 

 The local Job Service Director has been notified regarding NVDA and computer station discrepancies 

identified at the SWTC Career Connections and Iowa County Outreach sites and will take the 

appropriate measures to correcting the discrepancies. 

SWWDB would like clarification regarding how often an official ADA reviews are to be completed at each site. 

Please share with SWWDB the source document from which the frequency is identified. This will give us a 

clearer picture as to when official updates to facilities are required in order to remain compliant with ADA 

standards. 



Area of Concern 13  

(CRC/EO)  

Sign in logs should 

be standardized 

across all One Stop 

Centers in WDA to 

include a space for 

consumers to 

indicate primary 

language and 

preferred language.  

Affected PINs: None 

 Ensure that sign in logs are present at 

all locations where customers are 

served. 

 Add two questions to customer sign-in 

logs to collect information from LEP 

customers regarding primary language 

spoken and preferred language for 

communication purposes. 

None  No  

Response: SWWDB acknowledges that the collection of LEP data from job center customers help assist in 

providing better service provision opportunities to the identified groups; however, primary data collection for 

Resource Room customers falls to DWD-DET Job Service Bureau staff. SWWDB’s EO Officer has reached out to 

the local Job Service Director to advise of the updates. The director indicated that further clarification will be 

sought from DWD-BWT through Job Service Bureau management on what is required of the local staff when it 

comes to the collection of data and the requirement of logs to be present or maintained at unmanned locations 

within WDA 11. Once feedback is received from the DWD agencies, SWWDB will move forward in accordance 

with that guidance. It should be noted that WDA 11 partner staff do not have regularly scheduled office hours at 

all affiliate locations. These locations only require the staff to be present upon request from a participant of a 

partner program or potential participants who seek enrollment into partner programs. Since staff is not present 

at these locations every day, there is no one to ensure patrons are signing into the logs on a regular basis. 

Area of Concern 14  

(CRC/EO)  

Not all staff 

interviewed were 

familiar with the 

complaint/ 

grievance process 

or documentation 

required for the 

complaint log.  

Affected PINs: None 

 Provide all staff with training on the 

WDB's complaint/grievance policy, 

procedures, and documentation required 

in complaint Logs. 

None  No  

Response: SWWDB understands the importance of all One-Stop staff understanding the Complaint Coordinator 

System (CCS). The system allows staff and consumers a single point of contact to file a complaint. The system 

also allows the designated coordinator the opportunity to log all complaints filed within the WDA 11 One-Stop 

System.  

 

In the last two years the local EO Officer with support from One-Stop managers have provided numerous group 

and one-on-one trainings on information highlighting the role of the Complaint Coordinator as well as the local 

EO Officer. The Job Service staff member that stated they were not aware of the CCS had received this 

information.  

 

SWWDB understands refresher training can be beneficial. Moving forward SWWDB will continue to use 

refresher training to assist One-Stop staff with retaining this important information. On 3.26.2018 the local EO 

Officer communicated this need with the local Job Service Director. The Job Service Director will also provide 

this information during select staff meetings. 

 



In summary, SWWDB sees this monitor report as the basis for continued improvement within the WIOA Title I 
programs. Attention to detail is one of many aspects that must be adhered to when operating a successful 
program; however, this must not overshadow the main reason we do this work, which is to provide high quality 
services to our customers during the process of achieving their goals.  
 
SWWDB admits that its service providers should have obtained the appropriate documentation to enter into the 
paper files; however, in many cases, the case notes can be interpreted to show and demonstrate the need for 
services which is allowable according to each documentation guide used in the operation of the programs.  
 
SWWDB and its service provider are committed to providing high quality services while maintaining the data 
integrity that is crucial in determining the needs of our workforce development area and ultimately our state.  
SWWDB seeks to press upon its current service provider to obtain verifiable documentation in lieu of simple 
case notes to avoid any confusion moving forward and to clearly explain why documentation cannot be 
obtained in case notes when gathering the documentation is not feasible.  
 
Please accept SWWDB’s response and know that we look forward to any other guidance you may have to share 
with us as we navigate this new law and all of its intricate details. 
 
If there are further questions regarding SWWDB’s response, please feel free to contact me. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
Jimmy Watson 
SW Workforce Development Board  
Workforce Operations Manager 
 
CC’d 
Rhonda Suda 
SW Workforce Development Board 
Chief Executive Officer  

 
  

 
 
 

 


